
Pre-QC Phage Genome Annotation Checklist 

Phage Name: 
Your Name: 
Your Institution: 
Your email: 

Additional emails: 
 (For correspondence) 

Please check each box indicating completion of each task. Annotation Guide section #'s indicated

1. Does the genome sequence in your final contain the same number of bases and is it the
same as the posted sequence on phagesdb.org?

2. Are all the genes “valid” when you click the “validate” button? Section 9.3.2
3. Have the genes been renumbered such that they go sequentially from 1 to the highest

number? Section 9.3.3
4. Have all old BLAST hits been cleared, and all gene features reBLASTed? Section 9.3.4
5. Are the locus tags the phage name? Section 9.3.3
6. Has the Documentation been recreated to match the information in the feature table?Section 1.4
7. Have tRNA ends been adjusted with web-based Aragorn and/or tRNAscan SE? Section

9.5.3-4

8. For the items below, generate a genome profile, and review the following. Section 11.3

For the YourPhageName_CompleteNotes.dnam5 file:
a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Does every gene have one and only one complete set of Notes (see fig 12.2 in the

Annotation Guide)?
c. Do the functions in the Notes match the official function list?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?
e. Do the notes contain the initial Glimmer/GeneMark data from the autoannotation?

For the YourPhageName .dnam5 file:

a. Have any duplicate genes (or any with the same stop coordinate?) been removed?
b. Is the Notes field empty for all the features with no known function?
c. Do the function names in the Notes match the official function list, when applicable?
d. Is the function field EMPTY for all features?

9. Describe any issues or specific genes that you were unable to satisfactorily resolve, and
warrant further inspection in the Quality Control review.

Genome Annotation Submission Cover Sheet


	Phage Name: Jumbo
	Institution: University of Wisconsin-River Falls
	Other emails: j.alfred.bonilla@uwrf.edu
	email: karen.k.klyczek@uwrf.edu
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	6: Yes
	5: Yes
	9: Yes
	10: Yes
	11: Yes
	12: Yes
	13: Yes
	14: Yes
	15: Yes
	16: Yes
	Describe: We used both GenemarkS and the coding potential in Godornia bronchialis (the only Gordonia choice in Genemark.hmm); the latter did not have strong CP throughout the genome. We erred on the side of keeping genes even if they did not have good coding potential since CP may be under-representing genes.For function analysis we used HHPred with the current pdb70 and Pfam_A; tgr_pham was not listed. In addition, we used the Phamerator maps of GMA3 and Gmala1 (though with caution, since these are not SEA-PHAGES genomes, but are the closed matches to Jumbo).We did not use Starterator since Jumbo is a singleton and had few matches to other phams.Final SD scores are reported. “Best score” refers to starts that are near the beginning of the orf without large overlaps.Specific gene comments:gp1, 109, 110 are the direct repeats at the genome ends. These were called as features by Glimmer, but have no coding potential or blast support so we deleted them. This corresponds to a region in related phages GMA3 and cluster DF that have a large gap, just upstream of the primase gene (thought the ends were called in a different location for Jumbo).Gp3  3660-3803 has very little CP and no blast match, may not be gene; GMA3 has gap in this spaceGp8 10158-12023 closest matches were to phages annotated outside SEA-PHAGES group, different functional calls DUF935-like protein vs. Mu gp29-like proteinHHPred showed 100% prob with portal protein from bacteriophage G20C, E-32, so with this and also synteny we called it portalGp15 HHPred 100% prob phage tail protein SP6-like, E-34 but not where major tail protein should be; this is where head-to-tail connectors might be?Gp18 17409-18440  Match to GMA3 putative major tail protein, E=0 Q1:S1 alignment, in HHPred only 80-85% match to tail tube proteins. We called it major tail protein since it is right before tail assembly chaperoneGp19  18571-19427   annotated +1 frameshift based on slippery sequence and comparison with Gmala1 annotationGP45 46392-47585 several HHPred 99% probability hits to helicases and exonucleases, including CRISPR-associated exonucleases, in bacteria, chose exonuclease as the most general functionGp32 40153-40524  this pham called LysinA in DocB7 and putative lysine in GMA3, but our HHPred results only show 67% prob for transcriptional regulators, so we left it as NKFMultiple holins?  Gp34, Gp37 and gp38 have 4 TM regions detected by TMHMM, gp41 had 1 TM region. Gmala1 has 3 holins called in this region where there is synteny with JumboDeleted gp91 called by Glimmer at 67057-67488, which almost entirely overlapped gp92. Although this was a longer orf and better filled in the gap, it had no CP at all and no blast result. Gp92 had a little CP, and changing the start made a nice 4 bp overlapGp91 68156-70744 HHPred >90% hits are to thrombospondins and integrins and to a few von Willebrand factors, called as von Willebrand factor in GMA3 and cluster DF phages but at SMA*RT discussion it was stated that we are not using that function anymore - do not know what should be used instead so left as NKF3We deleted the three consecutive FWD genes at 73135-73266 (called by Glimmer), 73176-73238 (called by Genemark only) and 73383-73628 (called by Glimmer only). None had CP, first two overlapped completely, no blastp or blastx results, poor SD scores and call strength. Related phages have gaps in this region. We kept the next gene because it had some CP. But since it is the only FWD gene in this region perhaps it should be deleted too?Glimmer and Genemark called different orfs near the 3’ end that overlap. We deleted the Genemark call, a FWD gene @77729-77863. No CP, blast support for either. Kept the Glimmer call,  this gene.
	Your Name: Karen Klyczek
	7: Yes
	8: Yes


